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Ocean Pearl
54-40

Album: Smilin  Buddha Cabaret
Release Date: 1994
Lyrics: Neil Osbourne
Tabbed By: Matt Tulloch I ve seen a couple other transcriptions of this song on
the  net, but they either 
don t sound as good, or are more complex than they need to be, so here s my 
version... and I know it sounds cliche to say this, but this is my first 
transcription (honestly) so bear with me :)Chords used:

    G5    B5    Em    Asus2    Dsus2
e|-------------------------------------|
B|-------------------------------3-----|
G|--------4-------------2--------2-----|
D|---5----4-----2-------2--------0-----|
A|---5----2-----2-------0--------------|
E|---3----------0----------------------|
Main Riff:
e|-----------------------------|
B|-----------------------------|
G|-----------------------------|
D|-----------0----------0------|
A|------0h2-----0--0h2---------|
E|---0---------------------0---|
(Play the main riff during all verses and the outro.)

Pre-chorus:
G5    B5   Em
O.....cean pearl!

Chorus:
Asus2     B5     Dsus2    Asus2    Asus2    B5    Dsus2    Em
(You get the picture...)

Solo:
(I couldn t figure the solo out, but the rythym guitar plays the main riff 4X.)

Lyrics:
(verse1)
Play a little kiss and tell with poison pills
Bitten in the valley of thirst, the body kills
I got an ocean pearl
I see an open world
(pre-chorus)
O...cean pearl!



(verse2)
You just have to whisper, promising the moon
And if she dares to dream, make it true
I got an ocean pearl
I see an open world
(pre-chorus)
O...cean pearl!
(chorus)
It s what I wanted
Cuz I m only gonna do this once
Gonna wash me in your water
Put the  vive  back in  la difference  yeah
(solo)
(verse3)
I got an ocean pearl
And I d die without my
(pre-chorus)
O....cean pearl!
(outro)
I got an ocean pearl
I got an ocean pearl
I got an ocean pearl
I got an ocean pearl
I got an ocean pearl

Enjoy.

Matt Tulloch
*
http://*~tulloch/tab/*
The Comprehensive radiohead Tablature Archives

===============

Here is my first guitar tab. I will try to repay all the excellent tabs I have
used in the past. Mine will not be excellent but they will be a start.
If anyone wants to email me with questions,answers and flames my
address is *

Now on with my tab

OCEAN PEARL 

E----------------------------------
B----------------------------------
G----------------------------------
D----------------------------------
A---------0-2-5-0-----2-5-0--------
E--0-------------------------------



This is just the way i play it, if there is a better way please let me know
and if anyone knows that cool solo please post


